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Here's what MEN are saying... ***** "AWESOME!! FANTASTIC ADVICE!!" ***** ***** "I'm finally getting great dates!" ***** If you're on Match.com, Chemistry[, eHarmony PlentyofFish[, Perfect
Match, OkCupid[, Yahoo[, DateHookup[, or any other Internet Dating Site... this book is for you. Follow the advice of well-respected and well-known Dating Forum guru, DenverSky5280. Let
DenverSky be your Tour Guide. Men from the U.S., Canada, and the U.K. have declared over and over again, "Her advice is awesome!" Don't be stuck at the Frog Pond wondering what
you're doing wrong. READ this BOOK, and you can find dating success! MORE ACCLAIM for DENVERSKY'S AWESOME ADVICE: **YOU ARE MY SECRET AGENT from the other team!
Florida **YOU MA'AM ARE A LIFESAVER! Colorado Springs, Colorado **YOUR ADVICE WAS EXACTLY WHAT I NEEDED! Thanks so much! I know I'm not alone in this, but, I haven't been
very good at selling myself in general. Bend, Oregon **FANTASTIC! Nottingham, United Kingdom **IF YOU FOLLOW DENVERSKY'S ADVICE, you're GOLDEN! Michigan **THANKS
DENVERSKY! I see where I was going wrong with the initial messages now. Birmingham, UK **I DIDN'T REALIZE what my profile said vs what was written. I will tweak it...and work on some
pictures. Thanks again. You are a sweetheart for sure! Illinois **I HAVE A DATE Sunday, Monday, Thursday, and Friday... if you're ever in Eastern Kentucky I definitely owe you one... I've
been alone for 13 months, and I am definitely digging the attention. I owe you big time... Again thanks so much. Kentucky **THANKS! THANKS! THANKS! For the changes I made based upon
your suggestions, things are finally working!!! Alberta, Canada
Desperate to save her family home from foreclosure, Hanna Olaniyi takes on a seemingly unwinnable case...for a substantial fee. But her new client, Amal Harper, is testing her in ways she
never imagined. As tempers ignite, Hannah fights a desire that's taking her from the boardroom and into the bedroom of the town's most notorious playboy. Amal doesn't want to lose Hannah,
especially after she starts working her seductive magic. Is it too late to mend his bad-boy ways and claim a future with a woman who's his total opposite - except when it comes to love?
‘Absolutely brilliant… I devoured it in a few hours because it was impossible to put down… Be prepared for a rollercoaster of emotions… Packed full of laughs... Had me laughing all the way
through… Perfect.’ Goodreads Reviewer Is this all there is? I scraped the last dregs of Caramel Chew Chew ice cream out of the bottom of the tub with my finger and licked it. It left a sticky
smear on my phone’s screen when I typed into Google, “How to find love, sex and happiness.” Charlotte has always been a good girl. But being good is getting boring… She’s not just stuck
in a rut – she’s buried in it up to her chin. The only company she has in bed is the back catalogue of Netflix and falling in love feels like the stuff of fairy tales. So when she stumbles across a
popular podcast, ‘Sorry Not Sorry’, which challenges women to embrace their inner bad girl, she jumps at the chance to shake things up. Old Charlotte would never ask for a stranger’s
number, go on a blind date or buy lacy lingerie… But New Charlotte is waving goodbye to her comfort zone (with a side order of margaritas). And it turns out that good things happen to bad
girls… A fabulously feel-good novel that will make you laugh till you cry and leave you living life to the full, margarita in hand! If you’re a fan of romantic comedies by Sophie Kinsella, Lindsey
Kelk or Matt Dunn, and love TV shows like Girls, Crazy Ex-Girlfriend and Jane the Virgin, you won’t be able to put down this hilarious read. Readers are absolutely loving Sorry Not Sorry:
‘OMG THIS IS ONE OF THE BEST ROMANCE BOOKS I’VE EVER READ… I literally laughed out loud because it is just too relatable and too funny… Reminds me of Sophie Kinsella…
CANNOT wait to read more books from this author!!’ Bookish Bibliophile, 5 stars ‘I don't know how much my review will do justice to this book with my sleep induced brain, but my excited
heart won't allow me to rest until I have posted this. Have you ever felt that particular urge to share your excitement just after reading an amazing novel? Ever experienced that bubbling
happiness that won't be subdued?... There is only one thing I can shout at you: READ IT! … An excellent light read that is hard to put down. It cost me a night's sleep, but that was so worth it.
Happy reading everyone!’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars ‘I am sitting on a bus leaving New York and I couldn’t even wait to get in front of my laptop to write a review... This book was THAT.
GOOD… I took this book slowly because it was one of those novels you know you’ll be sorry to see end. Hell, I even slacked on some finals to read instead of working on my dissertation. I’m
not sorry that’s for sure ;)… That last minute twist???? I was screaming.’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars ‘Fantastic… So good I binge read it overnight… There was no way I was putting this book
down once I started… The twists and turns kept me hooked… It had me laughing out loud, cringing and falling in love with the characters… So so good and you really have to one-click it as soon
as you can.’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5 Stars ‘I adored this book… It made me laugh, crave margaritas... Funny, empowering, and has all the feels.’ Goodreads Reviewer ‘The perfect pick-meup… Delightful… Packed full of laughs… A good old giggle!’ Goodreads Reviewer ‘Wonderful!... I have never read any Sophie Ranald books but I am now going to be working my way through
them. With the suggested margarita in hand, of course!’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars ‘I couldn’t put it down!’ Goodreads Reviewer ‘I devoured this book in one sitting and felt very
connected to Charlotte (which is a must-have for me)… I loved this to pieces.’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars ‘I really loved this book!... Drew me in and didn't let me go.’ NetGalley Reviewer
‘Well what can I say!!... From the moment I started this book I was captured by the characters and their lives… Just when you think you know what is coming next Sophie manages to surprise
you with an unexpected twist… I haven’t enjoyed a book so much in a very long time.’ NetGalley Reviewer, 5 stars ‘I laughed, cried, and laughed some more… HILARIOUS.’ Goodreads
Reviewer ‘Really loved this book!... Had me hooked!’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars
Police officer Laura Langley's objective was clear: pose as art appraiser Ruby O'Toole and infiltrate suspected drug kingpin Joseph Merrill's organization. Yet thoughts of another man
consumed her day and night. Joseph's mysterious employee Michael Corsi had a sensual stare that made Laura forget her purpose, his magnetism threatening her guarded heart. With the
undercover investigation at stake, Laura had to resist the desire Michael awakened in her. Because she knew how deadly falling for a man who might be on the wrong side of the law could be.
Then she discovered that she wasn't the only one masquerading. But with their covers nearly blown, would their passion survive another night?
TWINS: Nurse named guardian of her sister's twins—but who's their daddy? Faith Hyatt receives a shocking legacy from her dying sister. A baby. No, two babies. Twins. Lacy grants custody to
Faith. But Faith soon discovers it's not that simple. Because two men show up claiming to be the father of Lacy's children. COURT ORDERS DNA TESTING One of the men is Lacy's exhusband, Dr. Michael Cameron. And the other is her lover. Faith is determined to fight both of them, determined to raise these babies. That's what Lacy wanted. But Faith's battle for the
babies—in court and out of it—also means fighting her feelings for Michael. She's always kept her attraction to him a secret, standing quietly by when he married her sister—he patient—five years
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ago. But now he's back in her life, his determination as great as Faith's. And he has a proposal he thinks might help them both… A CONVENIENT MARRIAGE
I have sixty days to make this maverick billionaire fall in love… with somebody else! Jack Callahan has the hottest smile in tech. And as for his ass…ets - well, there’s a reason he’s the biggest
playboy in town. But thanks to douche-bro investors and my snake of a college nemesis (don’t ask), he’s also my last shot to take my new dating app from kick-ass idea to world-conquering,
million-dollar reality. There’s just one problem: he doesn’t believe you can make a program for love. With my future on the line, I set him a challenge: if I can use the app to find his soulmate,
he’ll invest in my company. Simple, right? Wrong. It turns out, Jack’s cocky attitude pushes my buttons - in all the sexiest, most infuriating ways. My research tells me he’s the absolute worst
guy in the world for me… so why can’t I keep my hands off him? And with my deadline approaching fast, how will I choose between my big break - or a broken heart? Find out in the latest
laugh-out-loud romantic comedy from Lila Monroe! Billionaires in Love series: 1. Get Lucky 2. Bet Me 3. Lovestruck 4. Mr Right Now 5. Perfect Match 6. Christmas with the Billionaire "I
laughed my ass off. Let me know if you find it. I wish I'd written this book." -- Kayti McGee "I've NEVER had SO MUCH FUN while reading a book! This was insanely good" -- Shayna's Spicy
Reads "Get Lucky is an enchanting, steamy, delightful read I never wanted to end" -- Angie's Dreamy Reads "One of the funniest, light hearted, free spirited novels I have ever read... An
absolute joy to read." - Bloggers From Down Under "This.Book.Is.SOOOO.Funny! What is the best way to describe it? It's like a cross between The Hangover and...a steamy romance
novel...hahaha. SO SO steamy. I'm surprised my kindle didn't start smoking. But more importantly, it was funny and endearing." -- Micah Liesel's Book Blog
Petra Chatam is in charge of a hotel renovation, but her ideas don't match up with the contractor's plans. As they spend more time together, they realize they agree on what really matters:
love, faith, and family.
They call me the wild one. The Ryker brother who'd rather have more notches on his bedpost than rodeo championships. I'm good with horses, even better with women. I've been warned that
sowing my oats might have consequences, but I'm always careful. And there's nothing wrong with having a little fun. But the truth is, I want more than fun. I want it all. With the right girl. So
when the most beautiful woman I've ever seen shows up at my ranch, it should all fall into place. Except she's got a big surprise for me. She's pregnant, and the kid is mine, but she wants
nothing to do with me.
A witch, a murder and a dog...no..wait...a man..no wait...two men, three witches and a cat? Join in the fun romp as Maeve and Chuck continue their adventure! Murder is on the menu for
fledgling witch, Maeve O’Dare, when she takes a road trip home to Hollywood with her magical dog, Wanda, and attends a party for a celebrity chef. Female dog Wanda, aka former actor
Chuck Lowry, is under a curse by a very dangerous black magic witch. While in Hollywood at a party, the spell is reversed until the full moon, three days away, and he becomes a man again.
Like a dog with a bone, he intends to tell Maeve the truth—that she’s the only one with the power to permanently lift the curse. Before he can, however, he’ll have to figure a way of jail!
Teaming up with her witchy mother, Maeve investigates the starlet’s death while also searching for her “missing” dog. Suspects abound, but can a little magick help her trap the real killer?
Chuck is in countdown mode until the moon rises. Will Chuck beat the rising moon and finally break the spell that turns him into an enchanted female dog? Or will black magick strike again?
Don’t miss this next exciting installment in the iWitch Mystery.
SHE WAS GOIN' TO THE CHAPEL…. …and she was going to get married—to the dashing new minister. At least, that was Julia Evans's plan. Convinced holy matrimony should be based on
more than romance, Julia was caught off guard when old-fashioned fireworks erupted where she least expected them— and ignited a spark she couldn't seem to ignore…. Carpenter Zeke
Taylor knew Julia fully intended to become the pastor's wife. But the more time he spent with the angelic blue-eyed blonde, the more Zeke suspected the Lord had other plans for her—for both
of them. If only Julia would listen to what her heart—and God—were trying to tell her….
When Mark, her lover and boss, announces his engagement to another woman, Callie Grey, in order to get back at him, stirs up a crazy relationship with the town's cantankerous veterinarian.
In a game where careers are made or broken in the span of one round, can there be any such thing as a perfect match? After a high-profile breakup, professional golfer Tiernan O'Shea blows
a considerable lead and loses a major tournament. Soon, unable to get her game back on track, she is in danger of losing her sponsor. The upcoming Celebrity Pro-Am is her chance at
redemption. Elena Pilar has paid her dues in the boys' club of sportscasting and her career is finally on the upswing. But when she is paired with Tiernan in the Pro-Am, her attraction to the
volatile golfer could threaten her success as well as her carefully guarded personal life.
An informative guide to online dating specifically designed to help women over the age of thirty-five find a mate through the Web, dispensing advice on how to determine compatibility, create
connection, and gain commitment.
Everyone thinks they're the perfect match. Well...everybody except them. In a town the size of Friar Hollow, there are only so many eligible young men to choose from. Even so, did everyone
have to keep trying to pair Leah with the new, pompous know-it-all veterinarian? Surely there has to be someone else she could date to prove she's moved on once and for all from her
controlling ex. Daniel can't seem to get away from the crazy cat lady—er, Leah. From their first ill-fated encounter, to their blind date gone wrong, she's everywhere he turns. Can't he just find a
nice, normal woman? But he has to admit, when the matchmaking matrons of Friar Hollow start to drive him nuts, at least Leah makes an excellent fake date. And it is fake, right? There's no
possible way two opposites could get together...not when their favorite pastime is fighting like cats and dogs.
When a mysterious job offer brings Carrie Myerson back to the town where her father was set up for a federal crime, she returns—to face a past more dangerous than she ever imagined. And a
love more passionate than she ever dreamed. Drug crimes, kidnappings, set-ups and betrayal all unfold as Carrie and her ex-boyfriend, local police officer Mark Paulson, untangle the
complicated web of deceit at the heart of her past. Nothing is what it seems. Including Mark. This boxed set includes all three books in the Coming Home series: Return Revenge Reunion
Topics: political thriller, political romance, contemporary romance, new adult romance, romantic suspense, coming of age romance, seductive story, thriller, mystery, romantic mystery, hot
romance, women's fiction, women's romance, second chance romance, california romance, bbw romance, military romance, college romance, contemporary woman, usa today bestseller,
intrigue, special ops romance
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Chicago entrepreneur Cecelia Grace Giatano is rich, beautiful, and successful. She can step into a boardroom and handle business affairs with faultless finesse, but when it comes to personal
relationships, she's clueless. Running from the insecurities of her lonely childhood, she will stop at nothing to achieve her dreams. When opportunities of a lifetime land in her lap, Cecelia feels
as if she's sitting on top of the world until she attends her younger sister's wedding in Edinburgh. Suddenly her existence doesn't look as exciting - or fulfilling. When Cecelia's perfect life
begins to unravel, Spencer Hallman, her faithful business associate, is there to pick up the pieces. However, Cecelia's protective walls are too thick and too high to see the love he offers. Will
she make another bad decision and lose it all? Patricia Strefling reads and writes hoping to instill encouragement and inspiration in everyday people living everyday lives. With three grown
sons and five grandsons, she lives with her husband in Southwest Lower Michigan.

Everyone knows that your best friend's ex is totally off limits. I didn't want to date Dylan, my best friend's ex-boyfriend. I just felt bad for him because the last two girls he'd gone
out with had dumped him to go back to their exes. He was a sweet guy who deserved better, and in a moment of insanity I decided to make it happen for him. I was going to
discover everything there was to know about him and then find the girl who was his perfect match. It all sounded so easy, until I started hanging out with him. But things got
complicated really fast, and the more time I spent with him the less interested I was in matching him up with someone else. Dylan is afraid that I'm going to be like the other girls,
though, and dump him to go chasing after Seth first chance I get. And I'm scared that he's going to be like every other boy I've gone out with and drop me without a backwards
glance. Plus there's that whole issue of him being my best friend's ex, which would be majorly awkward. There's just no way that the two of us could possibly work out, so the
safest thing to do is to stick with my plan and get him out of my life as soon as possible. Even though deep down I know that he's my perfect match. high school romance, ya
romance, teen romance, romance series, clean and wholesome romance, beach romance, young adult romance, contemporary
Often the most difficult of lives can yield extraordinary journeys. Such is the epic adventure Justin Edge lives and discovers when he steps on to the Fenway Park Field. He feels
an immediate connection with the Stadium, the powerful players from Fenway’s long history, his youthful dream of playing baseball and yes, his dream of beating the Babe’s
Home run record. Once in a lifetime, can a childhood dream magically become a reality? Justin discovers who he is, and what his purpose in life is when he finds life has a
purposeful calling filled with love, tragedy and triumph. A heart rending story of survival, rescue, raw determination and a mind that knows no limits to hard work. Justin Edge is
blindsided and discovers more than once that escape from reality is impossible.
If you could change one thing about your life, what would it be? Today started off like every other: tedious letters, refilling the coffee machine, unjamming the printer. But then,
just as I was about to clock off, for a girls’ night of pasta and wine with my best friends, BIG NEWS: Michael Hunter is going to be my new boss. Gorgeous, smart, funny (maybe
a little too confident) Michael, aka the man of my dreams. If only he would notice the real me and see that we’re the perfect match. If only I could take the advice from my selfhelp book: be more assertive and ask him out. If only I had long legs and shiny hair and a pair of tights without ladders. If only I would listen to my friends and workmate Dan
when they warn me that Michael is trouble… Totally unputdownable, absolutely full of laugh-out-loud ‘I’ve so done that’ moments, and plenty of emotional twists and turns that
will keep you refilling your wine and racing through to the end. The perfect romantic comedy for fans of Shari Low, Sophie Kinsella and Jill Mansell. Read what everyone is saying
about If Only: ‘I absolutely loved it…it made me laugh out loud…I will be recommending it to everyone I know.’ chez405 ‘This book took me on an amazing journey and I enjoyed
every minute!...bursting with humour, heartache…amazing and the characters will stay with you for a long time. If you love witty and heartwarming, you can’t afford to miss this
one!’ Griffbuck ‘I LOVED it! Heartwarming, uplifting and guaranteed to put a smile on your face.’ Holly Martin ‘Will make you laugh and cry…An unputdownable book that you
will devour in one sitting.’ Goodreads reviewer ‘I loved this…I couldn’t put this book down and read it really quickly.’ Fictionvixenreads ‘Filled with laughter and tears, love and
friendship.’ Goodreads reviewer ‘Loved the girls in this story, their fun and adventure while dealing with every day life problems. Loved it…enjoyed every page.’ lucysbooks26
‘Cher, Sarah and Deb I loved these ladies!...I loved the story it was so heartwarming.’ oh.happy.reading ‘I laughed out loud at some parts, found myself welling up at
others…Loved it!’ Goodreads reviewer ‘A laugh out loud story with friendship, desires and well-drawn characters. Light-hearted and a perfect summer/beach read with a great
ending.’ Goodreads reviewer
After Honor Holland agrees to a marriage of convenience to help British professor Tom Barlow stay in the country, she begins to wonder if there isn't something more between
them. Original.
A Perfect Match Julia Evans is certain she's found her Mr. Right. Yet even though she has her eye on a handsome minister, it's carpenter Zeke Taylor who sweeps her off her
feet—literally! His courtship takes her by surprise…but perhaps unexpected love could be the greatest gift of all. The Christmas Groom The navy was Colin Brockman's escape, but
now that he's in chaplain training, he finally has the chance to make choices for himself. Falling in love wasn't on his agenda…until beautiful grad student Holly McCade caught his
attention—and his heart.
Step 1: Dump Mr. Wrong. . . Philomena Donovan just broke up with the perfect guy. Barry's rich, handsome, and sweet as can be. In short, he's wonderful. . .for somebody else.
So it's bye-bye Barry—until Mena needs him back, not for romance, but to get one up on her superior sister, Daphne. There's just one hitch: Barry's met his soul mate—and it's not
Philomena. . . Step 2: Date Mr. Right. . . On to Plan B: Make Barry look bad in front of his new girlfriend and snag him on the rebound. Mena even spices up the brew by dating
Barry's best friend, Rio. If this doesn't lure her ex back into the fold, nothing will. Then the unthinkable occurs. . . Step 3: Pick up the Pieces. . . Love. It wasn't supposed to
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happen, not with Rio at least. Sure, he's gorgeous, funny, and smart, but someone who teaches boxing for a living will never get her parents' stamp of approval. And when Rio
finds out what Mena's really been up to, it's time for some serious damage control. Now, if she wants to make things right, Philomena will have to start thinking with her heart. . .
"Perry's strong writing and humorous banter make this story enjoyable." --RT Book Reviews
"I'm face-down in forty glorious inches of well-endowed cake, seriously reassessing my life choices, when suddenly I hear it. The voice that launched a thousand teenage boyband dreams. My #1 crush, Drew Delaney himself." Ten years ago, Drew was boy-band royalty: the subject of a million teenage fantasies - and the guy next door. He was so far
out of my league, I couldn't see him for stars, but now I'm back in town for our high-school reunion, guess who I run into but Mr. Right-Now himself... Older. Hotter. And still sexy
enough to make me forget about the glittery white frosting currently smeared across my chest. Sparks are flying, and so are my panties, and soon, our trip down memory lane
has taken a detour to 'oh my god, don't stop!'. Population: me. But can I turn Mr. Right-Now into Mr. Forever? Or will crazed fans, vicious yoga moms, and three dozen fleshtoned popsicles (don't ask) doom our romance to the 'Where are they now?' section of MTV's greatest hits? You'll be begging for a taste of Lila Monroe's new sexy, laugh-outloud summer romance! Discover the hot and hilarious world of the BILLIONAIRE IN LOVE series from Lila Monroe! 1. Get Lucky 2. Bet Me 3. Lovestruck 4. Mr Right-Now 5.
Perfect Match 6 Christmas with the Billionaire PRAISE FOR LILA: "I laughed my ass off. Let me know if you find it. I wish I'd written this book." -- Kayti McGee "I've NEVER had
SO MUCH FUN while reading a book! This was insanely good" -- Shayna's Spicy Reads "Get Lucky is an enchanting, steamy, delightful read I never wanted to end" -- Angie's
Dreamy Reads "One of the funniest, light hearted, free spirited novels I have ever read... An absolute joy to read." - Bloggers From Down Under "This.Book.Is.SOOOO.Funny!
What is the best way to describe it? It's like a cross between The Hangover and...a steamy romance novel...hahaha. SO SO steamy. I'm surprised my kindle didn't start smoking.
But more importantly, it was funny and endearing." -- Micah Liesel's Book Blog
With sales in the millions backing him up, Bob Phillips proves that kids—and parents—love good, clean joke books! The laughter never ends as kids share juicy jokes, quacky
quips, and zany zappers.
The WALK: Footsteps of My Journey By: Wayne Mabry A young kid from Smalltown, Mississippi has big dreams and isn’t afraid chase them across the country to make them a reality. It’s a story like many
others but with a distinct spirituality and positivity that resides in all people. Surpassing time and generations, subtle lessons are learned, experiences are had, and wisdom shared as the walk continues.
Readers from all walks of life will find inspirations and be able to reflect on where their own journey began and the lives they’ve touched along the way.
How do you find the perfect match for the boss from hell? Katherine Murphy needs to know. Her obsessive, demanding supervisor has given her an assignment that goes way beyond the call of duty: find her
a man. But not just any man—he must have the perfect combination of good looks, job security, and solid genes to make him daddy-worthy. So, with a lofty promotion being dangled in front of her, Katherine
dives back into the dating pool to find another woman's Mr. Right. . . There is, however, a problem with Katherine's approach: for some reason, going up to strange guys and asking if they're ready for
fatherhood is getting her nowhere. Which is why she recruits her best friend Luc to help with the man hunt. As he drags her out to gallery openings and bars, Katherine develops a new appreciation for Luc.
But when Katherine strikes out in her search and Luc steps up to the plate as her boss's next date, she realizes he's perfect. Maybe too perfect to waste on someone else. . . "A wacky romance that keeps
readers laughing while touching them at the same time." --RT Book Reviews "Want to read a story that will make you laugh out loud and tug at your heartstrings? Read Project Daddy." --Romance Reviews
Today 100,000 Words
Veronica gave away the daughter she conceived when she was raped while in college. Now she must fight to save another daughter from a terminal illness.
‘A must-read modern fairytale!’ Lisa Dickenson Can you ever find true love online?
Join Annie Peterson as she follows the clues to discover who set fire to the local dating service, the Perfect Match. Is the arsonist the financially strapped widow who owns the matchmaking business, a
mismatched newspaper editor, an unsatisfied and unmarried forty-something customer, or the new female investigator who, except for her suspicious past, seems the ideal mate for Annie’s son Devin? The
race is on—to see whether or not Annie and her cohorts can solve the crime before another building is burned to the ground and before Devin becomes enamored of the woman who may be Ms. Wrong.
After two years of trying for a baby of her own, Emma Hamilton decides to go for the instant solution: finding a Russian baby in need of a home. But she hasn't reckoned on the route to adoption being so
complicated.
A hilarious holiday romance on the steamy side, featuring a girl who won’t say no to a fling, a guy who needs some holiday fun, one naughty night in a hotel suite… and a conga line of Santas! Yuki Yamimoto
isn’t the kind of girl to say no to opportunity, especially when it comes swaggering into the five-star hotel where she works, dressed in a three-piece suit. The handsome wavy haired man with a movie star
smile and charming Irish accent is almost irresistible… If only he wasn’t a hotel guest! Declan Moriarty can’t keep his eyes off the gorgeous girl at hotel Reception. Her wide eyes and flirting have him
wondering, should he dare ask her out? When his whole life has fallen into the cosmic toilet the past year, it seems too much to ask for a dream girl like Yuki for Christmas. But maybe just this once, luck
might be on his side. A steamy Christmas Eve date has them both wanting more, but Yuki isn’t supposed to fraternize with hotel guests. Not even a cheeky, handsome guest who also happens to be one of
the youngest tech CEOs in Ireland. She definitely isn’t supposed to stay in his hotel suite, even if it is just a fling for one night only. What if she loses her Christmas bonus or gets fired? Yuki wants a life of
fun, adventure and romance. Will all her Christmas wishes come true? Note: Girl Under The Christmas Tree is a holiday romance novella of approximately 18,000 words, written as a prequel or companion
story to Cassandra O’Leary’s novel, Girl on a Plane. This novella has a Happy For Now (HFN) ending, leaving Yuki’s future wide open.
After spending four years caring for her mother, twenty-two year old Evie Crane is starting over with a new job in a new city. Unfortunately, her new life involves working for a woman with close ties to the mob.
When a short walk home turns into tragedy and Evie is left broken and beaten, a mob hitman comes to her rescue. In his debt, she feels a bond to him and wants to help him as much as he helped her, but
getting close to a criminal brings her more chaos than she bargains for. Declan Lewis grew up on the streets until taken under the wing of a man with a soft spot for a child he never had. The man taught
Declan all he knew, only…all he knew was being a hired killer for the Dantes family. When Declan crosses paths with a girl so unlike himself, he can't help but be attracted to his polar opposite. However,
bringing her into his life means bringing her into his world, a mistake that might prove fatal. He wants to be the man she deserves, but to give her what she needs, he'll have to change. And is change really
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possible for a killer? keywords: mob, hitman, contemporary romance, new adult, suspense, crime

This bucket list could change your life! Twenty-nine-year-old Lily Buckley planned to be happily married and in her dream job by now. Instead she's been single since being left at the altar
three years ago, and works at her local paper, writing about two-foot-long courgettes at the summer fete and a dog who looks exactly like Chewbacca. Not quite what she was dreaming of. So
when Lily's given the opportunity to write her own column it's exactly what she's always wanted - except what she has to write about. She has to do one thing every week that scares her.
It’s beginning to look a lot like Christmas at the café at Seashell Cove, where there’s hot chocolate to keep you warm – and the man of your dreams could be waiting… Interior designer Tilly
Campbell loves being carefree and single. But her latest job is redecorating the cosy local café for a Christmas party, and when her friends confess their plans for the big night – including a
proposal, a declaration of love and a pregnancy announcement – Tilly starts to wonder if she might be missing out… Transforming the café into a winter wonderland is more of a challenge than
she thought, so when she bumps into gorgeous newcomer Seth, Tilly welcomes the distraction. Seth is a single father, struggling to settle his son Jack into their new cottage, and Tilly is
determined to help them make their house into a home in time for Christmas. But with the café still in chaos just days before the party it looks like it’s going to be a Christmas to remember for
all the wrong reasons… With friends old and new relying on her, can Tilly save the Christmas party? And could she finally find love waiting for her under the mistletoe? A heart-warming,
hilarious read about friendship, family and the meaning of Christmas. Perfect for fans of Sue Moorcroft, Holly Martin and Debbie Johnson! What readers are saying about The Christmas Café
at Seashell Cove: ‘The absolute perfect read… Would definitely recommend this one without a shadow of a doubt! Fantastic!!’ Stardust Book Reviews, 5 stars ‘I absolutely adore this… The
perfect Christmassy story… Absolutely perfect!’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘A heart-warming, hilarious read about friendship, family and the meaning of Christmas… Get swept away as I did
with this book.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘Had me chuckling throughout.’ Jen Med’s Book Reviews, 5 stars ‘Funny from the first page – in fact make that funny from the first paragraph! I
so enjoyed this light-hearted and feel-good read… I found myself chuckling along… Engaging and very witty.’ Goodreads reviewer ‘Oh how I love Seashell Cove! It’s probably one of my
favourite series – ever… It’s funny throughout, it’s engaging, and just written beautifully!… I loved, loved, loved being back in Seashell Cove… Keeps you hooked to the story until the very last
page.’ The Cosiest Corner, 5 stars ‘If this book doesn't get you into the spirit of Christmas then I don't know what else will!… I love this series… The setting is fabulous… Sit back and enjoy
every aspect of this wonderful novel. The Christmas Café at Seashell Cove is one that will definitely warm your heart. It's a fabulous story… One to put a smile on your face and joy in your
heart!’ By the Letter Book Reviews, 5 stars ‘A lovely, cosy and heartwarming Christmas story… Makes you laugh out loud.’ B for Book Review, 5 stars ‘A perfect read for the holidays.’
Goodreads reviewer ‘I love Seashell Cove!… Heartwarming.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘Fabulous… I loved reading every moment of this story… Gwen from the cafe was as amusing as
ever… A joy to read, this is another lovely story from an author who is fast becoming a drop-everything-and-read-now author – in fact I pretty much did that with this book and didn't regret it.
Such a pleasurable story to lose yourself in for a few hours.’ Rachel’s Random Reads, 5 stars ‘I instantly fell for Seth… Full of Christmas cheer, romantic moments, and gives you that feelgood feeling… Real laugh-out-loud moments… Excellent.’ Star Crossed Reviews ‘Heartwarming… Perfect for cosy days in during the festive season.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars
Everything I know about my life is a lie. The more I dig into my father’s death the more I find myself in peril. Mark turns out to be a liar, someone I thought I could trust. He’s not what he
seems, and worst of all, a part of me can’t let go. My boss might be an international drug lord disguised as a dean at one of the top five universities in the country. Like anyone’s going to
believe me if I try to out him? But I can’t help myself. I should learn to keep my mouth shut. Someone’s decided to do that for me. Make me quiet once— And for all. REVENGE is book 2 in the
Coming Home romantic suspense trilogy by USA Today bestselling author Meli Raine. Topics: political thriller, political romance, contemporary romance, new adult romance, romantic
suspense, coming of age romance, seductive story, thriller, mystery, romantic mystery, hot romance, women's fiction, women's romance, second chance romance, california romance, bbw
romance, military romance, college romance, contemporary woman, usa today bestseller, intrigue, special ops romance
Eight years ago, Elizabeth Donovan made the biggest mistake of her life. She left Darius North standing at the altar. Her dependable, rock-steady high-school sweetheart was her first—and
only—lover. Now someone close to her is in desperate need…and Darius is the only one who can save him. But the man Liz finds on a far-off, exotic island is burning with revenge. Darius has
never forgiven her for her cruel betrayal—or for the desire she still arouses in him. With passion reigniting, Darius demands something from her: the honeymoon they never had. Forced to
accept his devil's bargain, Liz vows to surrender her body but never her heart. Not even when Darius discovers the secret she's been hiding all these years….
After two years of being deafened by the TICKTOCK of her biological clock and tormented by Mother Nature's refusal to grant her a baby, Emma Hamilton decides to go for the instant
solution: finding a Russian baby in need of a home. But Emma hasn't reckoned on the route to adoption being so complicated. Between proving that she's fit to be a mother (by inventing an
unblemished past and discovering an unsuspected talent for housekeeping), driving her long-suffering husband insane with madcap schemes to make them the perfect would-be parents (a
few Russian verbs a night and they'll be fluent in no time), and tripping over red tape every step of the way (who knew social workers could be so terrifying?) Emma finds out that adoption is
far from the easy option and that perfection has very little to do with finding the perfect match.
Strikingly beautiful 18-year-old Miranda Sinclair wins a two-year modeling contract in NYC. Where she meets the owner of the modeling empire multi-billionaire Alexander Anderson. He falls in
love with her at first sight and offers her another five-year contract. He mentors her for an executive position for Marketing and Advertising. She is a Supermodel and his fiancee. He wants her
to sign a prenuptial agreement and she refuses. Shortly after that he begins to spend time away on business trips out of town. He changes from the guy she deeply loved and respected. She
sees him in tabloid photos on those business trips with other beautiful women. She becomes broken hearted and leaves his magnificent diamond ring with a note that says she needs time
alone to think. She owns 49% of the company that he left her buy for pennies on the dollar. He promised her the other 51% as his wedding gift to her. She helps a desperate friend by taking a
short term nanny position for a widower and his five-year-old daughter. She instantly falls in love when she looks into Matthew Newman's deep blue eyes. Her gift of ESP helps her know by
the touch of his hand that they were soulmates who shared lifetimes before. They make wild passionate love. She finds out she's pregnant and isn't sure who's the father. She finds out her ex
did have a secret he was hiding but it wasn't what she thought.
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